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Flight tests were conducted to study the effect on the aa error 
in azimuth of a change in the ruddervdal-force characterfstics of a 
conventional fighter airplane equipped with an illuminated fixed gunsight., 
SQiulated gunnery runs were made on both ground and aerial tsrgets tiththe 
normaL rudder and with a rudder so modified that the rudder--pedal-force 
variation in sideslip was approximately zero. The effect of the modifica- 
tion on the mean azimuth track- errors was insignificant (less than 
1 mil); however, the pilots noted that with the mod2fied rudder it was 
fatiguing to fly the airplane for any length of time. 

IXCRODXTIOE 

The Ames Aeronautical Laboratory is currently conducting an extensive 
flight and theoretical tivestigation of the effect of changes in stability 
and control parameters on the dyndc handling qualitfes of airplanes. 

Among the points of interest is the effect of changes in lateral- and 
directional-stability characteristics on the ability to track a target in 
aximuth. PrevFous emrience indicated that a reduction in pilot-applied 
rudder;pedal force to the point of zero or slightly unstable force varia- 
tFons in steady sideslips would result in a marked deterioratfon in ban- 
dling characteristics. This point was studied in the present investiga- 
tion by comparing the azimuth tracking ability of a conventional fighter 
airplane tith the normal rudder installation to that with the rudder 
modified by trailing-dge strips to give approximately zero force varia- 
tion ti steady sideslip. 

. A number of simulated gunnery runs made on both fixed and mvlng 
targets for both rudder-configurations were compared on the basis of the 
mean azimuth tracking error as evaluated from the records of a gun camera 
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so mounted in the cockpit as to photograph the target and the iI.Uminated 
fixed-gunsight reticule as seen by the pilot. 

!IlE3T AIRpLAmE AXD 3IWIR~ATIOR 

The test a.irplane was a conventional sin@;le-engine, single+ace, 
low-wing shipboard fighter. Fimre 1 presents a three-quarter front view 
of the aircraft as instrumented for flight. 

Details of the rudder modifications are shown in figure 2. The 
trailing-edge strips extended l/2 inch perpendFcular to the rudder skFn, 
and covered the straight portion of rudder trailing edge except for the 
rudder trim tab. 

Standard RACA recording instruments were used to measure indicated 
airspeed, rudder position, rudderqedal force, and sideslip angle. The 
sideslip vane was mounted on the right wing-tip boom and the airspeed head 
on the left wing--tip boom (fig. 1). 

Figure 3 illustrates the gunsight and gunsIght+amera installation. 
The illuminated fixed gtmsight (AN Mark 8, model 6) wa8 mounted on stand- 
ard brackets snd projected the reticule image on the tid screen. A type 
N-6 gunsight aimingqoint camera equipped with a 15 mm lens was attached 
by brackets to the gunsight and so oriented as to photograph the target 
and the reticule image as viewed by the pilot. A synchronized tWLng 
system was used to coordinate the various records. 

TESTS MD ANALYSIS METEODS 

All gunnery runs were made at an indicated airspeed of 300 knots in 
smooth air on a ground target at sea level or on a target airplane at a 
nominal pressure altitude of 10,000 feet. 

Characteristics in Steady Sideslips 

Steady sideslips were performed with both rudder configurations at 
200 and 350 knots to determine rudder-angle and rudderqedal-force charac- 
teristics. 

SimclatedGunneryRune onFixedGroundTarget 

The initial eimulated gunnery run8 were made wdth a straight-in 
approach on a fixed ground target, a large and easily visible tetrahedron. 
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Records were obtained during the final 10 to 15 seconds of the approach 
to the target. 5 azimuth tracking error sJ measured as the lateral 
angular deflection between the target and the gunsight pipper, was plotted 
as afunctionoftime; the meanerrm em was then evaluated by integrat- 
ing the positive and negative areas of the time history individually with 
a planimeter and dividing the sum of the absolute values of the areas by 
the~gunneryt3.m interval. The average values of sm over a series of 
flights were very low (in the order of 1.5 mils), and there was no signifi- 
cant difference in average error for the two rudder configurations. It 
appeared that the test maneuver was not sufficiently severe to show any 
effect of the rudder-psdal-force change on the azimuth tracking ability. 

Therefore, a procedure usrzlg an abrupt roll as an initial disturbance 
was devised in an attempt to find any significant difference due to rudder- 
pedal-force characterfstlcs. This procedure is illustrated in figure 4. 
At the start of the runthe airplane was flownwith sn InitiallOCHnil 
azimuth tracking error with respect to the target. From this position an 
abrupt coordinated turn was made toward the target. 5 gunsightcamera 
was turned on when the azimuth tracking error was reduced to 50 mils. 5 
pilot completed the run by maneuvering the aircraft so as to reduce the 
azimuth tracking error to a minimum. 

As indicated in figure 4, am for these runs was evaluated between 
the time when the error first reduced to Lo mile and 4.5 seconds thereafter. 
Figure 5 presents sample gunsighkamera frames with the corresponding time 
history of the azimuth tracking error evaluated directly from the c8mBra 
record. Two pilots (A and B) each made at least 50 usable runs withboth 
rudder configurations. 

SimulatedGunneryRuns onTarget Airplane 

Pilots1 opinions and analysis of the data obtained in the ground- 
target runs just described indicated that the maneuver still w-as not 
severe enough to give si&ificant differences in error due to the rudder 
modification. Therefore, a tail-ursuit procedure was devised. 

5 test airplane made tail-pursuit runa on another fighter-m 
plane used as a target which performed a series of abruptly entered left 
and right turns. As shown 2x1 figure 6, the run was started from straight 
level flight when the wing span of the target plane subtended 50 mile 3n the 
gunsight; this corresponds to about 750 feet between airplanes. 5 target 
airplane heid straight flight for 3 seconds and then made a series of 
abruptly entered 45O left and right banks ; each bank was held for 3 seconds. 

5 pilot of the target airplane arbitrarily varied the dIrection of 
initial bank. 5 pursuit airplane followedthetargetairplanethroughout 
the maneuver, and the pursuit pilot, while coordinating his controls, 
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attempted to keep the pipper of the gunsight on the point of intersection 
of the horizontal and vertical tail of the target airplane, as illustrated 
in the camera fram38 of.figure 7. 

The azimuth tracking error was read d.irectly from the camera records 
+d plotted in the corresponding time histories shown in figure 7. 5 
mean azimuth tracking error, the average of the absolute error, was evalu- 
ated by integration of such tiPle histories, The evaluation interval was 
taken from the start to the end of the run. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5 rudder-pedal force and deflection in steady sideslips for the 
normal and modified rudder are presented in figure 8. 5 test airspeed8 
of 200 and 350 knots include the airspeed range u8ed in gunnery runs. The 
effect of strips on the rudder-pedal-force variation with sideslip wa8 
approximately a8 desired for this investigation. 5 modified rudder p 
duced a small and erratic force variation over sideslip angles %2O or 3O 
from trim value. The stripe resulted in an increase in the variation of 
rudder deflection with sideslip angle, particularly at the higher speed, 
but the change was not of sufficient magnitude to be directly noticeable 
to the pilots. 

No data are presented for the gunnery run8 involving a straight--in 
approach on the ground target as the ~821 tracking errors were very low 
for both configurations and showed no significant differences. 5 result8 
of the runs on the ground target using the,abrupt roll-in approach (figs. 4 
and5) are summer ized in table I(a). The mean azimuth tracking error em 
averaged over the flight is tabulated for the variou8 combinations of 
rudder configuration and pilot. 5 aix successive flight8 of pilot A with 
the normal configuration were his fire-t attem&s with the abrupt roll-in 
technique, and, as might be expected, the values of Em indicate a learn- 
ing tendency. This is shown mire clearly in figure 9, in which dm is 
plotted as a-function of flight number. It ap sxsthat the meanerror 
after learning would have been about 1 to-l-1 2 mils. 7 Little learning 
tendency is indicated by the data for the modified configuration, which 
show an average error of about l-l/2 mils. Although there were sizable 
intervals of time between the flights of pilot B (note flight numbers in 
table I(a)), the data for the normal rudder indicate some learning tendency, 
with an estimated eventual em of l-l/2 to 2 mile. 5 data for pilot B 
with the modified rudder show an average 8m of about 2 to 2-l/2 mils. 
Study of the absolute magnitude and runLto+run variation of the values 
of Em obtained in this-and other tracking project8 indicated that Cm 
differences due to rudder dification of leas-than 1 mil could be con- 
sidered insignificant, Thus for both pilats it appears that the increase 
in azimuth tracking error due to rudder edification csn be considered 
insignificant for practical purposes. 

, 
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For the aerial-target technique, only two flights were &de by each 
pilot with each configuration, and, in the case of pilot A with i&s normal 
rudder, readable -amera data were not obtained on one of these flights. 
Additional flights to obtain a statistically sounder evaluatfon of mean 
error sm were not considered warranted, since, as shown in table I(b), 
the trends were so close to those for the ground4arget runs. It is seen 
in each case that a learning tendency is indicated between the first and 
second flights, and it appesrs that for each pilot-configuration co&ina- 
tion 'em after learning would be at mxt 1 mil greater than the ground- 
target runs. Aswasthe case fort&s grounddargetruns,there was no 
significant (greater than 1 mil). difference in sm for the normal and 
modified rudder. Pilot A data indicate a slightly deleterious effect of 
strips, but for pilot B the effect is slightly favorable. These results 
are opposite to those for the ground&srget technique. 

It was considered possible that, even though the modified rudder had 
a negligible effect on the azimuth tracking error, there might be deleter- 
ious effects on other characteristics of the airplane motion in the azimuth 
plane which influence the "miss distance" of a projectile. For example,. 
it was thought that the low~dal4orce gradient with the modified rudder 
might result in large inadvertent sideslip during gmnerg runs. The four 
aerial-target flights by pilot B, two flights with normal rudder and two 
flights with modified rudder, were evaluated to find the effect of the 
mcdified rudder on the average sideslip. Figure l.0 presents tfme histories 
of sideslip for typical runs in each flight. It is seen that there were 
large variations in sideslip angle for both configurations; examination 
showed that, in general, the airplane was skidding in the turns. The pilot 
thought the pedal forces were'too low, even with the normsl'rudder, and 
that this led to overcontrolling with the rudder. 

Mean values pm of sideslip angle B Illeasured from a mean trim 
value and, hence, representative of error due to piloting, were determined 
by integration and summation of the absolute values of the areas of the 
tims histories. for each flight is tabulated in 
table I(b). 

The average valus pm 
It is seen that pm was of the order of l-1/2O for each 

configuration, and that rudder modification had little effect. 

The relative effects of azimuth tracking error E and sideslip angle 
B on projectile miss distance in a simple gunnery problem are indicated 
in the appendix. It is shounthatths miss distance canbe approximated 
by -KS> multiplied by a constant where K is proportional to the ratio 

. of airplane velocity to projectile velocity and s and B represent 
instant8neous values. The meanmiss distance during armisthenpropor- 
tiona1to (s+mrs)m, t& man value of s+i@. Values of (sSgp)m for 
several runs were computed by integratiocn of the tims history of the abso- 
lute value of ths quantity E+K/3, snd showed slightly larger values for 
the modified rudder than for the normal rudder. The nonequivalent but 
related parar&er 
than (=-a, 

sm+gSm gives a more convenient basis for comparison 
since computation of (s4Cg)m is tedious and since sm 
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and Pm have already been evaluated. Ths sm and j3, data of table I(b) 
yield slightly larger values of sm4Xj3m for the normal rudder than for the 
modified rudder, the opposite of the tendency indicated by the brief 
(e+a), evaluation. Since the difference due to rudder modification was 
less than 1 mil for either expression, it was concluded that the effect on 
miss distance would be very small. It is believed that these conclusions 
would apply if more complicated gunnery problems and computing gunsights 
were considered, even though-this might change the nature and magnitude of 
the quantities important from an aziz&h+niss-distance viewpoint. 

It is interesting to note that the pilots could not use rudderedal 
force as a guide in flying with the modified rudder because of the small 
and erratic variation with sideslip angle. The pilots reported that they 
cownsated in part for the lack of pedal-force feel by exerting about 
25-to 5Wpoun.d~ force on each rudder pedal at all times, and using rudbr- 
pdal displacement as a guide in controlling. Although remsrkable precision 
was obtained in the gunnery runs with this special control technique, over 
a period of tim? it was a fatiguing flight method and was considered intol- 
erable in routine flying. 

coNcLus10Ns 

A study of azimuth tracking ability using a conventional fighter air- 
plane, equipped with a fixed gunsight, has been made with the normal rudder 
(characterized by stable-edal-force variations in steady sideslips) and 
with the rudder modified by strips on the trailing edge (characterized by 
small and srratic*dal+Porce variations). 

Comparison of the results of simulated gunnery runs by two pilots on 
a stationary ground target and on a maneuvering target airplane leads to 
the following conclusions: 

1. The msan azimuth tracking error was small (less than 4 mils) for 
all configurations, pilots, and techniques. The effect of rudder modifica- 
tion was insignificant (less than lmil). 

2. Low and erratic rudder-pedal-force variation with the modified 
rudder necessitated a special rudder-control technique which was fatiguing 
over a period of time, and was considered intolerable in routine flyLng. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory CoIPmittee for Aeronautics, 

Moffett Field, Calif. 
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APPENDIX 

. 

c.lWJJUmONaF TEEREIA~EE'FECTS OFVARIOUSFA~S 
IMPCBTANTTOpROJXZTI~~SSDI~Cg . 

A simplified taiLpursuit situation is illustrated in figure ll, 
where 
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P 

P 

E 

+ 

range, feet 

time for projectile to reach target, seconds' 

velocity of target and pursuit airplanes, feet per second 

muzzle velocity of projectile, feet per second (ass-d constant 
along a straight path) 

distance from center of gravity of pursuit airplane td the point 
where projectile leaves airplane, feet 

tiDr3, seconds 

lateral miss distance of projectile from target plane, feet 

dy/dt, feet per second 

sideslip angle, deaees 

azimuth tracking error, mils (1 mil = & radians) 

angular velocity of pursuit alrplam Fn azimuth, degree per second 

It is assurcedthatthetargetairplsne instantsneouslyis flying in 
a steady straightpathandthat E and @ are small, so that the sine 
of the angle is equal to the angle in radians. 

Then the colqpcnent of y due to E is given by 
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The component of y due to P iS given bY 

up = PpT : . 

T= R/V,, 

$3 = v, (P/57=3) 

therefore 

. 

The component of y due to I) is given by 

thefef ore 

3. =(v&3 > + 
Then the total lateral projectile miss distance is 

In order.to determine the relative importance of the three components, 
the following Q-pica1 values will be use+ in an example: 

P = 1.400 2 = 5 feet 

Ji = l.3g" per second R = 750 feet 
. 

v* = 507 feet per second E =2 mfls 

Vb = 2900 feet per second I 
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SGbstitutim of these values in the derived equation gives: 

Y=( 6.28) O’m)~ (21_ + (7501 (507) 0.4) + (51 (750) (1.39) 
(57.3) c9m 2900 x 57.3 

Y = 1.47 f 3.21 + 0.03 

y = 4.71 feet 

It is seen that the effect of 4 on y is neglig-fble, and that the 
contributions of E and j3 me about 31.4 and 68 percent, respectively. 

The equation for the total miss distance caube approximated by 

23iR RVa64u0 j3 -- 
"-6400 ’ + (24 (%%b) 1 

which is in the form of c + K@ multiplied by a constant. 
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TABLE I.- SUMMhRYOFMEANAZIMU'IE!CRACElXGERRORS 
ANDATEWLGESIDESI~P 

. 

Pilot Configuration 
Flight Number 
number of runs (mils) (d$) 

'rn 

(a) Ground target 

20 8 4.02 --- 
21 3.08 --- 

Normal 22 : 2.71 --- 
rudder 24 14 2.31 --- 

25 8 1.78 --- 
26 ll 1.18 --- 

A 41 

E 

84 1.57 5:: 
1.98 --- 

Modified 16 1.61 --- 
rudder 45A 16 .7g --- 

4m 
iii 

1.41 --- 
4T3 1.95 --- 
48B 8- 1.43 --- 
49 16 1.06 --- 
14 

; 
2.74 

Normal 19 3.36 1:: 
rudder 29 2 2.29 --- 

31 20 2.05 --- 
32 19 1.81 --- 

B 
E . ; 2.17 1.21 - --- -- 

Modified 54 87 2.47 --- 
rudder ;r 2.05 --- 

15 2.06 --- 
59 8 2.20 --- 

(b) Aerial target 

Normal rudder I2 --- 
.A 

69 1.90 
Modified 

2 
8 3.36 --- 

rudder 7 2.04 --- 

Normal 70 11 3 1.34 
rudder 71 I.2 . 1.47 

B Modified IL.2 2.92 1.66 
rudder 12 
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lN.gure l.- Test ttirplane aa instrumented for flight. 
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trr) Three-guafh9f feof view of rudder strips. 

X 90' dufal axffuston 

(b) Gross seclion of modified rudder showing v 
sffips added; full scde. 

Figufe 2.- Defuih of fuddsr-tfoiling-edge modification. 
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Figure 3.- Gund@t oaulera ana illur!dmated Plxed guneIght i?le~llation. 





Note: Not to scale 
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Figure 4.- Jbe fecbni~ used in gtvund-to?@ runs with abrupt roll-h; I$ = 300 knols. 
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EwhMflon lnferw~ 

‘%6 40 4.4 4,8 52 5b 60 64 68 ir2 iT6 8~3 8.4 88 
%W, S8C 

(i7.J Nornwl rudder. 

Figure 5- Sample guns&V-comera frames with corresponding time hlstories of aaimufh fmcktng error 13 
ground-target run , 
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Tinh9~ set 

(b) Modified ruch’er. 

Figure 5. - Concluded, 
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right roll Camera on 
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.W 3.6 4.0 4.4 4.8 SP 56 60 64 68 i2 Z6 
Time, set 

(a) Normal rudder. I 

Figure Z- Sample gunsight- camem fmmes with correspond..ng time historh?s of azimuth tmckiw ermr in 
aeriaMarp9t run. 
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rinw, set 

(6) Mod&d ru&?r. 

Figure Z - Concluded. 
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SidesI@ angle from trim, ,B, deg 

(a) y = PO0 knots. (b) $ = 350 knots. 

8. 4 0 4 8 

Flgure 8.- Rudder txmfm~ characterisfics in steady sideslip. 
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Flight number 

Figure 9.- The learning tendency of pilot A using #ho norm& rudder con- 
figuration in ground - target runs. 
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16 PO 24 28 
Time, set 

flight 70 run 7; & = L36” 

la) Normal rudakr. 

Ffight 6S, run 5; ,t$. = l/8” 

0 4 -8 12 I6 20 24 28 
Time, set 

Ffiqht 6S, run 4; ,t$, = /.48O 

(b) Modlfed rudder. 

Figure IO.- Sampf8 time hlsiorles of sideslip angle in aerial-target runs by plfot 6. 
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Nofe: Not to scale 

F/gure /I.- Sketch of ff Sh@;f;8d fail pU?SUif slfuafion 

h fh8 OZinliJfh pbn8. 
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